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Before the Court is a motion by three individual defendants to dismiss or stay this

action. These defendants contend that the Court lacks personal jurisdiction over them. In

the alternative, the three defendants seek dismissal or a stay of this case in favor of an

allegedly first-filed action in Alabama based on the principles of McWane Cast Iron Pipe

Corp. v. McDowell-Wellman Engineering Co.1 I conclude that the individual defendants

are bound by a forum selection clause in the merger agreement. This Court, therefore,

has personal jurisdiction over the individual defendants, and McWane is inapplicable.

Accordingly, for the reasons that follow, the motion to dismiss or stay is denied.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Parties

CVKSX^SPP @MHKXO( =XM) &g@MHKXOh', is a Delaware corporation with its principal

place of business in Birmingham, Alabama. Plaintiff McWane Technology, LLC

&g@MHKXO FOMRXYVYQc,h KXN ^YQO^RO\ aS^R @MHKXO( ^RO g6_cO\]h), is a Delaware

limited liability company with a principal place of business in Birmingham, Alabama.

McWane Technology is the entity utilized by McWane to accomplish the acquisition of

EcXKZ]O HS\OVO]]( =XM) &gEcXKZ]O(h KXN ^YQO^RO\ aS^R ^RO 6_cO\]( gCVKSX^SPP]h), a

Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in Huntsville, Alabama.

8OPOXNKX^ @YX\Y ?KXSO\( === &^RO gE^YMURYVNO\ DOZ\O]OX^K^S`Oh' S] ]_ON ]YVOVc SX

his capacity as the Stockholder Representative under the merger agreement. In that

capacity, Lanier is responsible for representing the interests of the Effective Time

1 263 A.2d 281 (Del. 1970).
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Stockholders,2 who are defined in the merger agreement as being the stockholders of

Synapse immediately prior to the merger transaction.

The complaint also names three other Effective Time Stockholders as Defendants:

Gary Shelton, Brad Flowers, and Sandy Morris. Shelton is a resident of Lincoln County,

Tennessee. Flowers and Morris reside in Madison County, Alabama. Together, Shelton,

Flowers, and Morris constitutO ^RO g=XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^](h and they have moved to

dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction and inadequate service of process, or to dismiss

or stay for improper venue.

B. Pertinent Facts3

McWane sought to acquire Synapse. To that end, McWane Synapse, LLC, a

wholly owned subsidiary of McWane Technology, executed a reverse-triangular merger

aS^R EcXKZ]O SX aRSMR EcXKZ]O aK] ^RO ]_\`S`SXQ MY\ZY\K^SYX &QOXO\KVVc( ^RO g@O\QO\h')

The Merger was effectuated through a Merger Agreement, with Buyers, McWane

Synapse, LLC, Synapse, and the Stockholder Representative Lanier, as the five

signatories. The Merger involved a deal structure whereby the Buyers purchased a

WKTY\S^c YP EcXKZ]Oj] ]RK\O] KXN are to acquire the remaining shares over a number of

years, beginning in 2016, from the minority Continuing Stockholders through a series of

2 Unless otherwise specified, all capitalized terms have the same definition as in the
g@O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^(h K MYZc YP aRSMR aK] ]_LWS^^ON K] 9bRSLS^ 5 ^Y ^RO
F\KX]WS^^KV 5PPSNK`S^ YP DSMRK\N DYVVY &gDYVVY 5PP)h' PSVON aS^R CVKSX^SPP]j SXS^SKV
complaint.

3 This factual background is highly abbreviated and focuses on only those facts
XOMO]]K\c ^Y \O]YV`O ^RO =XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^]j WY^SYX ^Y NS]WS]] Y\ ]^Kc)
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annual put and call options. The framework for those later acquisitions is specified in a

Stockholders Agreement.4 That scheme involves an elaborate system of annual

valuations, put and call formulas, and dispute resolution provisions applicable to the

period from 2016 through 2023. The Individual Defendants are signatories to the

Stockholders Agreement.

The crux of this dispute involves the interplay between the Stockholders

Agreement and the Merger Agreement. The Merger Agreement included a number of

representations and warranties and required the Effective Time Stockholders, under

certain circumstances, to indemnify the Buyers for breaches of those representations and

warranties. As partial security for any such claims the Buyers may have, the parties to

the Merger set aside $8,000,000 as an Escrow Amount. The Effective Time Stockholders

are not liable for any indemnity claims in excess of their pro rata portion of the Escrow

Amount, unless the Buyer asserts, and reduces to judgment, a claim for more than the

Escrow Amount resulting from fraud or an intentional or willful breach of the Merger

Agreement.5 Based on what they allege are fraudulent financial gimmicks employed by

EcXKZ]Oj] WKXKQOWOX^ before the consummation of the Merger, Plaintiffs are asserting

such an indemnity claim in this case.

4 The Stockholders Agreement was Exhibit H to the Merger Agreement. A copy of
the Stockholders Agreement was submitted as Exhibit A to the Transmittal
AfPSNK`S^ YP 8K`SN <YNQO &g<YNQO 5PP)h' PSVON aS^R ^RO =XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^]j
Opening Brief on this motion.

5 @O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^ &g@5h' d 1)-&L')
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Under the Stockholders Agreement, the price for the annual put and call options is

established by a formula pursuant to which the Continuing Stockholders can redeem a

portion of their shares pro rata based on ^RO Q\OK^O\ YP2 &+' EcXKZ]Oj] KXX_KV `KV_K^SYX3 Y\

(,' $0/(-**(***( KX KWY_X^ NOPSXON SX ^RO E^YMURYVNO\] 5Q\OOWOX^ K] ^RO gGKV_K^SYX

;VYY\)h6 If Synapse struggles in future years, the Valuation Floor becomes the more

important number. The Valuation Floor can be reduced only if the Buyers suffer a loss

arising from a breach of certain intellectual property representations in the Merger

Agreement or fraud or a willful or intentional breach in connection with the Merger

Agreementjs representations, warranties, or covenants, among other things, as described

in Section 8.2(f) of the Merger Agreement. Thus, Plaintiffs could lower the Valuation

Floor if they assert a claim that meets the description in Section 8.2(f) of the Merger

Agreement and win damages exceeding the Escrow Amount, among other conditions.7

Plaintiffs are alleging such claims in this action, and seek damages greater than

$8,000,000.

Plaintiffs began to pursue their claims, however, not with a lawsuit, but by

initiating the dispute resolution process outlined in the Merger Agreement.8 Plaintiffs

6 E^YMURYVNO\] 5Q\OOWOX^ &gE<5h' d .),&M')

7 The Merger Agreement contemplates that the Effective Time Stockholders could
pay the damages award or that the party found to have committed the fraudulent or
willful breach could pay, in which case the Valuation Floor would not be affected.
Additionally, while Plaintiffs have the right to reduce the Valuation Floor in
specified circumstances, they do not have an obligation to do so.

8 MA § 8.4(a).
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submitted a Claim Certificate to the Stockholder Representative on December 13, 2013.

The Stockholder Representative responded that the certificate was defective and did not

MYWZVc aS^R ^RO @O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^j] \O[_S\OWOX^]) AO`O\^ROVO]]( ^RO E^YMURYVNO\

Representative lodged his Objection Notice to Plaintiffsj Claim Certificate on February

13, 2014. At that point, the Merger Agreement required a 30-business-day period of

good faith negotiations. Thirty business days after Plaintiffs received the Objection

Notice and with no resolution having been reached, Plaintiffs became entitled to file suit

to pursue their claims.9 As detailed infra, the Merger Agreement includes a mandatory

and exclusive PY\_W ]OVOM^SYX MVK_]O ^RK^ \O[_S\O] KXc ]_S^ gK\S]SXQ Y_^ YP Y\ \OVK^SXQ ^Yh

the Merger Agreement to be filed in Delaware.10 The Stockholders Agreement, on the

Y^RO\ RKXN( SXMV_NO] K g7YX]OX^ ^Y >_\S]NSM^SYX KXN GOX_Oh MVK_]O that permits gKXc

KM^SYX Y\ Z\YMOONSXQ KQKSX]^ ^RO ZK\^SO] \OVK^SXQ SX KXc aKc ^Yh ^RO E^YMURYVNO\]

Agreement to be brought in Huntsville, Alabama.11 Competing lawsuits here and in

Alabama underlie the present motion to dismiss or stay.

C. Procedural History

1. The Alabama lawsuit

On March 6, 2014, before the 30-day negotiation period expired, the Stockholder

Representative filed suit against Plaintiffs seeking a declaratory judgment regarding

9 Id. § 8.4(a)(iii).

10 Id. § 10.9.

11 SHA § 7.3.
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Plaintiffsj indemnification claims in the Circuit Court of Madison County, Alabama (the

g5VKLKWK 5M^SYXh') FRO =XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^] in this Delaware action intervened in the

Alabama Action on March 27, 2014, by filing a Complaint in Intervention. That

complaint was amended on June 12, 2014 &^RO g5VKLKWK 7YWZVKSX^h')12 As amended,

the Alabama Complaint asserts the following three claims: (1) Count I seeks a

declaratory judgment that Plaintiffs13 are not entitled to any devaluation of the put rights

or call options; (2) Count II alleges minority stockholder oppression, based on purported

self-dealing by Plaintiffs and their efforts to retain the Escrow Amount and devalue the

put and call options; and (3) Count III asserts a claim for breach of fiduciary duty based

on Plaintiffsj conduct.

2. The Court of Chancery lawsuit

Plaintiffs filed suit here on March 31, 2014. According to Plaintiffs, the 30-day

cooling-off period ended on Friday, March 28, 2014, and Plaintiffs filed their initial

complaint the next business day. Early on, Plaintiffs filed two separate motions for a

^OWZY\K\c \O]^\KSXSXQ Y\NO\ &gFDBh' ^Y MK_]O ^RO E^YMURYVNO\ DOZ\O]OX^K^S`O ^Y MYWZVc

with the mandatory forum selection clause in the Merger Agreement and cease his efforts

to litigate in Alabama. Those motions resulted in a Consent Order that was approved by

this Court on May 20, 2014. In that Consent Order, the Stockholder Representative

12 A copy of the Alabama Complaint, as amended, was submitted as Exhibit B to the
Hodge Affidavit.

13 Unless otherwise noted, all references to Plaintiffs in this Memorandum Opinion
refer to the plaintiffs in this Delaware action.
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KQ\OON ^Y NS]WS]] RS] MYWZVKSX^ SX ^RO 5VKLKWK 5M^SYX KXN VS^SQK^O CVKSX^SPP]j

indemnification claims here. Also on May 20, the Individual Defendants moved to

dismiss this action for lack of personal jurisdiction or to stay it. At the same time, the

Individual Defendants continued to press their claims in Alabama. After Plaintiffs filed a

third TRO motion to enjoin the Individual Defendants from pursuing the Alabama

Action, the parties stipulated on July 9, 2014, that the Individual Defendants would not

prosecute their claims in Alabama pending resolution of their motion to dismiss or stay

this action.

CVKSX^SPP] PSVON ^RO YZO\K^S`O 5WOXNON GO\SPSON 7YWZVKSX^ &^RO g7YWZVKSX^h' in

this Court on June 11, 2014. The Stockholder Representative answered and

counterclaimed on June 19. Plaintiffs responded to the counterclaim on July 9.

Thereafter, the parties briefed ^RO =XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^]j WY^SYX ^Y NS]WS]](14 and I heard

argument on that motion on October 14.

II. STANDARD OF REVIEW

On a motion to dismiss under Court of Chancery Rule 12(b)(2), the plaintiff has

^RO L_\NOX YP ]RYaSXQ K LK]S] PY\ ^RO 7Y_\^j] T_\S]NSM^SYX Y`O\ ^RO XYX\O]SNOX^

defendant.15 In the usual case, Delaware Courts resolve the issue of personal jurisdiction

14 6\SOPSXQ YX ^RO WY^SYX ^Y NS]WS]] Y\ ]^Kc MYX]S]^ON YP2 ^RO =XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^]j
BZOXSXQ 6\SOP &g=8B6h'3 CVKSX^SPP]j 6\SOP SX BZZY]S^SYX &gC56h'3 KXN ^RO
=XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^]j DOZVc 6\SOP &g=8D6h')

15 AeroGlobal Capital Mgmt., LLC v. Cirrus Indus., Inc., 871 A.2d 428, 437 (Del.
2005); Albert v. Alex. Brown Mgmt. Servs., Inc., 2005 WL 2130607, at *14 (Del.
Ch. Aug. 26, 2005).
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over a nonresident by applying a two-step analysis, which involves determining: (1)

whether a statute authorizes service of process on that defendant, and (2) whether

subjecting the nonresident defendant to jurisdiction in Delaware comports with the Due

Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.16 In conducting this analysis, the Court

may consider the pleadings, affidavits, and any discovery of record.17 The minimum

contacts theory, however, is not the only way to obtain personal jurisdiction over a party.

A party also may expressly consent to jurisdiction by contract, in which case a minimum

contacts analysis would not be required.18

III. ANALYSIS

A. Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction

In their briefing, the Individual Defendants emphasized that they have no relevant

contacts to Delaware, denied having consented to litigate here, and argued repeatedly that

a finding of personal jurisdiction over them would violate due process. Plaintiffs do not

aver that the Individual Defendants have any relevant contacts to Delaware that would

implicate our long-arm statute.19 Instead, Plaintiffs contend that personal jurisdiction is

16 Hercules Inc. v. Leu Trust & Banking (Bahamas) Ltd., 611 A.2d 476, 480 (Del.
1992).

17 Ryan v. Gifford, 935 A.2d 258, 265 (Del. Ch. 2007).

18 Capital Gp. Cos. v. Armour, 2004 WL 2521295, at *2 (Del. Ch. Nov. 3, 2014)
(citing, inter alia, 2H;FC7;F= J% 0M/;?A, 550 A.2d 1105, 1109 n.4 (Del. 1988),
Hornberger Mgmt. Co. v. Haws & Tingle Gen. Contrs., 768 A.2d 983, 987 (Del.
Super. 2000), and USH Ventures v. Global Telesystems Gp., Inc., 1998 WL
281250, at *8 (Del. Super. May 21, 1998)).

19 10 Del. C. § 3104.
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appropriate here under each of the following three theories: (1) the Individual Defendants

K\O gCK\^SO]h ^Y ^RO @O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^ KXN ^RO\OPY\O NS\OM^Vc LY_XN Lc ^RO 8OVKaK\O

forum selection clause; (2) the Individual Defendants are third-party beneficiaries of the

Merger Agreement; and (3) the Individual Defendants are equitably estopped from

challenging the forum selection clause in the Merger Agreement. Because I find the third

theory compelling, I concentrate on it and address the other two theories only briefly.

Before turning to the equitable estoppel argument, however, it is useful to examine the

connection between the Merger Agreement and the Stockholders Agreement.

1. The Relationship of the Merger Agreement to the Stockholders Agreement

The Merger Agreement and the Stockholders Agreement, although two separate

contracts, ultimately are just two parts of a larger transaction. The Individual Defendants

seek to have the Stockholders Agreement considered in isolation, focus almost

exclusively on its terms( KXN MYX^OXN ^RK^ KNYZ^SXQ CVKSX^SPP]j ZY]S^SYX aY_VN \O]_V^ SX ^RO

E^YMURYVNO\] 5Q\OOWOX^ LOSXQ g\OXNO\ON WOKXSXQVO]] KXN MYX]^\_ON KaKc)h20 This is

incorrect. The Stockholders Agreement and the Merger Agreement interrelate, were

designed to work together, and constitute parts of the package of documents and

agreements designed to effectuate the Merger.

a. The forum selection clauses

Both the Merger Agreement and the Stockholders Agreement include clauses

concerning the forum in which a lawsuit can be brought. As the clauses themselves

20 IDRB 7.
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show, however, the Merger Agreement requires lawsuits arising out of or relating to it to

be brought in Delaware, while the Stockholders Agreement includes only a consent to

jurisdiction in Alabama.

Section 10.9 of the Merger Agreement states:

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware . . . . In
any action among or between any of the parties arising out of
or relating to this Agreement, each of the parties (a)
irrevocably and unconditionally consents and submits to the
exclusive jurisdiction and venue of the Court of Chancery of
the State of Delaware or, to the extent such court does not
have subject matter jurisdiction, the Superior Court of the
State of Delaware or the United States District Court for the
District of Delaware; [and] (b) agrees that all claims in
respect of such action or proceeding shall be heard and
determined exclusively in accordance with clause (a) of this
Section 10.9 . . . . Each party agrees not to commence any
legal proceedings related hereto except in such courts.21

In addition, Section 10.9 also provides that each party: (c) waives any objection to venue;

(d) waives any objection that the Delaware courts lack personal jurisdiction; and (e)

allows service of process in accordance with Section 10.1.22

The Stockholders Agreement in Section 7.3 provides for a more limited consent to

jurisdiction:

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware . . . . Any
action or proceeding against the parties relating in any way to
this Agreement may be brought and enforced in the state or

21 MA § 10.9.

22 Id.
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federal courts sitting in Huntsville, Alabama . . . and the
parties irrevocably submit to the jurisdiction of such Courts in
respect of any such action or proceeding.23

Section 7.3 also provides that each of the parties waives any objection to venue or the

convenience of the forum.

A comparison of these two clauses shows that the Merger Agreement requires

litigation in this Court for any disputes relating to the Merger Agreement, whereas the

Stockholders Agreement permits, but does not require, litigation in Alabama of any

disputes relating to the Stockholders Agreement. Conceivably, there could be a claim

relating to both the Merger Agreement and the Stockholders Agreement. In such a

situation, the mandatory language of the Merger Agreement would trump the permissive

language of the Stockholders Agreement. Furthermore, as demonstrated infra, the

Alabama Complaint fundamentally relates to the Merger Agreement, even iffin some

expansive sense of the termfit also WKc g\OVK^Oh ^Y ^RO E^YMURYVNO\] 5Q\OOWOX^)

b. The stock valuation process

The Individual Defendants emphasize that the Merger Agreement and the

Stockholders Agreement contain separate indemnification procedures. According to the

=XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^]( gCVKSX^SPP] MRY]O ^Y ]OQ\OQK^O WO^RYN] YP SXNOWXSPSMK^SYX LO^aOOX

]OZK\K^O KQ\OOWOX^])h24 Through this reading, the Individual Defendants contend that the

indemnification provisions found in Article VIII of the Merger Agreement apply only to

23 SHA § 7.3 (bolded capital emphasis removed).

24 IDRB 6.
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the Escrow Amount and that ^RO E^YMURYVNO\] 5Q\OOWOX^j] Z\YMO]] PY\ VYaO\SXQ ^RO

Valuation Floor is a separate form of indemnification. The apparent textual hook for this

K\Q_WOX^ S] ^RK^ ^RO @O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^ Z\Y`SNO] ^RK^ gXY^RSXQ SX I^RS]J Agreement shall

limit the right of [McWane Technology] or any other Indemnified Party to pursue

\OWONSO] _XNO\ KXc DOVK^ON 5Q\OOWOX^ KQKSX]^ ^RO ZK\^SO] ^RO\O^Y)h25 The Individual

Defendants also insist that any devaluation of the put and call rights relates solely to the

Stockholders Agreement and the Merger Agreement has nothing to do with that subject.

= PSXN ^RO =XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^]j K\Q_WOX^ _X^OXKLVO) FRO @O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^ KXN

the Stockholders Agreement interrelate and work together; they are two parts of a larger

transaction. Buttressing this conclusion is the fact that the Merger Agreement defines the

^O\W gDOVK^ON 5Q\OOWOX^]h K] g^RO E^YMU C_\MRK]O 5Q\OOWOX^( ^RO E_L]M\SZ^SYX

Agreement, the Escrow Agreement, H>; 2HD8@>DA9;FGM &=F;;B;CH, the Employment

5Q\OOWOX^] KXN ^RO =XNOWXSPSMK^SYX 5Q\OOWOX^])h26

The crux of the Alabama Complaintfdespite being couched in terms of minority

stockholder oppression and breach of fiduciary dutyfis that Plaintiffs should not be able

^Y gNO`KV_Oh ^RO Z_^ \SQR^] Y\ call options described in the Stockholders Agreement.

Understanding how those rights can be devalued is important to comprehending the

relationship between the Stockholders Agreement and the Merger Agreement and to

resolving ^RO =XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^]j WY^ion to dismiss or stay this action.

25 MA § 8.2(d).

26 Id. § 1.1 (emphasis added).
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As partially described in the facts section supra, Section 4.2 of the Stockholders

Agreement includes an elaborate system for valuing the put and call options. The value

of those options is based on the greater of the Annual Valuation of Synapse, as

determined in accordance with the procedures in Section 4.1, or the Valuation Floor.

Thus, even if the Valuation Floor is lowered, the Annual Valuation still must be lower

than the Valuation Floor for the reduction to have any practical effect on the Continuing

Stockholders. Assuming the Valuation Floor comes into play, a number of events must

occur before the Valuation Floor would be lowered. Those events include: (1) the Buyers

assert a qualifying claim, e.g., a breach of the intellectual property representations and

warranties in Section 3.12 of the Merger Agreement or a claim for fraud or willful or

intentional breach in connection with the Merger Agreement; (2) the Buyers win damages

in excess of the Escrow Amount; (3) a put or call option is exercised, which cannot occur

until 2016 at the earliest; (4) the Buyersj damages judgment remains unsatisfied; and (5)

McWane Technology chooses to reduce the Valuation Floor to the extent of the unpaid

damages.27

Accordingly, no fewer than five separate conditions must be satisfied before any

reduction in the Valuation Floor can occur. A claim challenging the reduction of the

Valuation Floor presumably would arise under the Stockholders Agreement. It is

27 There is an alternative method for reducing the Valuation Floor for claims still
pending in 2016. SHA § 4.2(c)(i). That process allows for a temporary reduction
of the Valuation Floor, and provides for a reconciliation of the amount of the
reduction with the final damages judgment ultimately awarded for the pending
claim, and for payments to Continuing Stockholders to be adjusted accordingly.
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unclear, however, how such a claim could be asserted currently, because only one of the

conditions for reducing the Valuation Floor has been satisfiedfi.e., Plaintiffs have

asserted a qualifying claim. At present, Plaintiffs could not reduce the Valuation Floor,

even if they wanted to, because: (1) no one has exercised, nor could anyone have

exercised, a call or put option; and (2) there is no unpaid qualifying damages claim,

LOMK_]O @MHKXOj] SXNOWXSPSMK^SYX MVKSW S] being litigated in this Court and no judgment

for damages has ever been entered. Thus, while the Alabama Complaint employs the

language of the Stockholders Agreement, it actually is challengingfand, at this point in

time, only could be challengingfCVKSX^SPP]j SXNOWXSPSMK^SYX MVKSW _XNO\ ^RO @O\QO\

Agreement.28 For example, the Alabama Complaint \O[_O]^] KX Y\NO\ ^RK^ CVKSX^SPP] gK\O

not entitled to any devaluation of put right or call option values based on any allegation

\KS]ON SX ^ROS\ 8OMOWLO\ +-( ,*+- MYWW_XSMK^SYX)h29 The December 13 communication

is CVKSX^SPP]j 7laim Certificate initiating the indemnification procedures under the Merger

Agreement. The fact that the Alabama Complaint coX^O]^] ^RO WO\S^] YP CVKSX^SPP]j

indemnification claims, which indisputably arise under the Merger Agreement,

demonstrates that the Alabama claims arise out of or relate to the Merger Agreement.

28 Consistent with this conclusion, the Alabama Complaint explicitly recognizes that
^RO gKQ\OON-_ZYX `KV_K^SYX PVYY\ MKX LO \ON_MON YXVc PY\ i_XZKSN ]_LTOM^ VY]]O]j
beyond the amount reserved in the Escrow Agreement if there has been a breach
of Section 3.12 (Intellectual Property) of the Merger Agreement or any loss that is
a result of fraud, willful or intentional breaches of warranties contained in the
@O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^)h 5VK) 7YWZV) e +-)

29 Id. Count I, Prayer for Relief.
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In sum, any reduction of the Valuation Floor must begin with an indemnification

claim under the Merger Agreement. Plaintiffs asserted such a claim with their Claim

Certificate in December 2013. The Stockholder Representative, and later the Individual

Defendants, responded by preemptively filing a declaratory judgment action in Alabama.

The relationship between the Merger Agreement and the Stockholders Agreement is

such, however, that the Alabama Complaint, by its own allegations, actually challenges

CVKSX^SPP]j SXNOWXSPSMK^SYX MVKSW]( aRSMR K\O K]]O\^ON Z_\]_KX^ ^Y ^RO @O\QO\ 5greement

and, therefore, must be litigated in this Court.

c. )0- >9<7-89-,-9? +3*<9- 6. ;0- (;6+2063,-89 $/8--4-5;

The Individual Defendants rely heavily on language in the Stockholders

Agreement stating that it g]_ZO\]ONO] KVV Z\SY\ KQ\OOWOX^] KXN _XNO\]^KXNSXQ] aS^R

\O]ZOM^ ^Y ]_MR ]_LTOM^ WK^^O\)h30 It is not entirely clear how expansively the Individual

Defendants would read ^RO g]_ZO\]ONO]h MVK_]O YP ^RO E^YMURYVNO\] 5Q\OOWOX^, but I am

convinced that, for purposes of the motion to dismiss, their interpretation is unreasonably

broad. The Individual Defendants seem to contend that the claims in the Alabama

Complaint relate only to the Stockholders Agreement and that the forum consent clause

in that agreement supersedes the forum selection clause in the Merger Agreement. This

argument raises numerous problems. The Alabama Action, as the previous section

showed, does not concern only the Stockholders Agreement; it also contests Plaintiffsj

30 SHA § 7.11.
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indemnification claims under the Merger Agreement.31 Additionally, the consent to

jurisdiction clause in the Stockholders Agreement is permissive, not mandatory as is the

analogous clause in the Merger Agreement.

Furthermore, in the context of this dispute, it is not even clear what the

Stockholders Agreement would be g]_ZO\]ONSXQ)h32 Besides referring to the Merger

Agreement in each of its first three recitals and drawing many of its defined terms from

the Merger Agreement, the Stockholders Agreement substantively references the Merger

Agreement in the very section upon which the Alabama Complaint is based: valuation of

the put and call options. Indeed, only by following the indemnification procedures in the

Merger Agreement could Plaintiffs arrive at a position to be able to lower the Valuation

Floor.

2. Equitable Estoppel

Having analyzed the interplay between the Stockholders Agreement and the

Merger Agreement, I turn to the issue of personal jurisdiction. The Individual

31 FRO =XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^] ]^K^O SX ^ROS\ L\SOP2 gFRO @O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^ NYO] XY^
Z\Y`SNO KXc WOMRKXS]W PY\ NO`KV_SXQ ^RO ]RK\ORYVNO\]j Z_^ Y\ MKVV \SQR^]3 ^RK^ S]
YXVc PY_XN SX ^RO E^YMURYVNO\ 5Q\OOWOX^)h =8D6 0) HRSVO ^RS] ]^K^OWOX^
superficially may be true, the first step toward potentially devaluing the put or call
options is to assert an indemnification claim under the Merger Agreement. That is
the stage of the current dispute between the parties. Thus, the Individual
Defendants put the cart before the horse when they assert that their claims arise
only under the Stockholders Agreement.

32 In this regard, I note, for example, that the Stockholders Agreement evidently was
signed sometime after the Merger Agreement and is defined by it as a Related
Agreement. MA § 1.1.
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Defendants assert ^RK^ ^ROc K\O XY^ ]_LTOM^ ^Y ^RO @O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^j] 8OVKaK\O PY\_W

selection clause. That clause, by its terms, binds only the parties to the Merger

Agreement. Those parties were McWane, McWane Technology, McWane Synapse,

LLC, Synapse, and the Stockholder Representative. The Individual Defendants argue

^RK^ K gZK\^c MKXXY^ LO LY_XN ^Y ^O\W] XY^ MYX^KSXON SX KXc NYM_WOX^ ^RO ZK\^c

ObOM_^ON)h33 As non-parties to the Merger Agreement, therefore, the Individual

Defendants contend that they are not bound by its Delaware forum selection clause.

gIFJRO Y\NSXK\c \_VO S] ^RK^ YXVc ^RO PY\WKV ZK\^SO] ^Y K MYX^\KM^ K\O LY_XN Lc S^]

^O\W])h34 Delaware law, however, recognizes that in some instances parties should be

equitably estopped from challenging a forum selection clause. gFRO NYM^\SXO YP O[_S^KLVO

estoppel prevents a non-signatory to a contract from embracing the contract, and then

turning her back on the portions of the contract, such as a forum selection clause, that she

PSXN] NS]^K]^OP_V)h35 The courts employ a three-part test to determine whether a

gXYX]SQXK^Y\c ^Y KX KQ\OOWOX^ S] LY_XN Lc K PY\_W ]OVOM^SYX MVK_]O SX ^RK^ KQ\OOWOX^2

i;S\]^( S] ^RO PY\_W ]OVOM^SYX MVK_]O `KVSN4 EOMYXN( K\O ^RO IXYXsignatories] third-party

beneficiaries, or closely related to, the contract? Third, does the claim arise from their

33 IDRB 4.

34
&AA?6C8; )6H6 2LG% (DFE% J% 'A68@GHDC; (6E?H6A 1MFG 4 -%1%, 963 A.2d 746, 760
(Del. Ch.), 6<<M9, 976 A.2d 170 (Del. 2009) (Table).

35 Capital Gp. Cos. v. Armour, 2004 WL 2521295, at *6 (Del. Ch. Nov. 3, 2004).
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standing relating to the . . . agreement?jh36 An affirmative answer to all three questions

will result in the nonsignatories, here the Individual Defendants, being bound by the

@O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^j] PY\_W ]OVOM^SYX MVK_]O)

a. Validity of the forum selection clause

g;Y\_W ]OVOM^SYX MVK_]O] K\O Z\O]_WZ^S`OVc `KVSN KXN RK`O LOOX \OQ_VK\Vc

OXPY\MON)h37 Although the Individual Defendants repeatedly assert that subjecting them

to jurisdiction in this Court would violate their constitutional rights of due process, it is

not clear whether they dispute the validity of the forum selection clause. In general, such

a clause will be enforced unless the challenging party can establish that: g&S' S^ S] K \O]_V^

of fraud or overreaching; (ii) enforcement would violate a strong public policy of the

forum; or (iii) enforcement would, in the particular circumstances of the case, result in

litigation in a jurisdiction ]Y ]O\SY_]Vc SXMYX`OXSOX^ K] ^Y LO _X\OK]YXKLVO)h38

The Individual Defendants bear a heavy burden to overcome the presumptive

validity of a forum selection clause, and they have failed to satisfy that burden. There is

no evidence in this case of fraud or overreaching, and the Individual Defendants mostly

restrict their arguments to challenging the constitutionality of subjecting them to personal

jurisdiction in this Court. These arguments related more to the latter two prongs of the

nonsignatory analysis, and I address them in those contexts. As to the first prong of that

36 Baker v. Impact Hldg., Inc., 2010 WL 1931032, at *3 (Del. Ch. May 13, 2010)
(quoting Capital Gp. Cos., 2004 WL 2521295, at *5).

37 Capital Gp. Cos., 2004 WL 2521295, at *6.

38 Baker, 2010 WL 1931032, at *3 (internal quotations omitted).
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analysis, I find that the Individual Defendants have not rebutted the presumptive validity

YP ^RO @O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^j] PY\_W selection clause.

b. The degree to which the Individual Defendants are closely related to the
Merger Agreement

gFRO MK]O] ]_QQO]^ ^aY aKc] K ZK\^c MKX LO MVY]OVc \OVK^ON ^Y KX KQ\OOWOX^2 +' ]RO

receives a direct benefit from the agreement; or 2) it was foreseeable that she would be

LY_XN Lc ^RO KQ\OOWOX^)h39 Contra\c ^Y ^RO =XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^]j KZZK\OX^ ZY]S^SYX( ^RO

preceding sentence is deliberately disjunctive. Moreover, under at least the direct benefit

route, the Individual Defendants are closely related to the Merger Agreement.

i. Direct Benefit

Upon the MergO\j] MYX]_WWK^SYX( the Buyer] Z_\MRK]ON ]YWO /*% YP EcXKZ]Oj]

outstanding stock for $53,000,000 in cash, with $8,000,000 of that amount placed in

escrow.40 The Individual Defendants collectively received $5,383,108.63 from the sale

of their stock, a not insignificant fraction of the total initial purchase price.41

Additionally, the Individual Defendants have a contingent interest of $817,276.97 in the

Escrow Amount, which, if paid in full, would increase the Individual Defendantsj

proceeds from the Merger by roughly 15%. Based on these facts, I conclude that the

39 Weygandt v. Weco, LLC, 2009 WL 1351808, at *4 (Del. Ch. May 14, 2009)
(footnotes omitted).

40 Ala. Compl. ¶¶ 8-9.

41 F\KX]WS^^KV 5PP) YP DYLO\^ ?) 6_\X] &g6_\X] 5PP)h' SX E_ZZ) YP C56( 9b) 7)
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Individual Defendants did receive a direct benefit from the Merger Agreement such that

they would be considered closely related to that agreement.42

ii. Foreseeability

The Individual Defendants assert gthat a party cannot be bound to a forum

selection clause unless it was foreseeable at the time the agreement was entered that such

K MVK_]O WSQR^ LO OXPY\MON KQKSX]^ S^)h43 To the extent the Individual Defendants mean to

suggest that such foreseeability is required to show they are closely related to the Merger

Agreement, they have misstated the law, because it would suffice to show either

foreseeability or a direct benefit to demonstrate that a party is closely related to the

agreement. In any event, I find that it was foreseeable that the Individual Defendants

aY_VN LO LY_XN Lc ^RO @O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^j] PY\_W ]OVOM^SYX MVK_]O LK]ON YX ^RO PKM^]

that: (1) collectively they received over $5 million from the Merger Agreement and a

contingent claim for nearly a million dollars more from the Escrow Amount; and (2)

despite their protestations to the contrary, they are asserting claims arising under the

Merger Agreement in the Alabama Action.

42 See, e.g., Baker, 2010 WL 1931032, at *4 (concluding that non-pecuniary benefit
of having a seat on the board was a direct benefit); Weygandt, 2009 WL 1351808,
at *4-5 (finding that entering into a related and lucrative lease agreement as a
lessor was a direct benefit); Capital Gp. Cos., 2004 WL 2521295, at *7 (holding
that acquiring a direct beneficial interest in stock, as opposed to merely having a
community property interest, was a direct benefit).

43 IDRB 15.
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The Individual Defendants contest this conclusion, arguing that it was not

foreseeable that they would LO LY_XN Lc ^RO @O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^j] PY\_W ]OVOM^SYX MVK_]O

when they were not signatories to that agreement, but were signatories to the subsequent

Stockholders Agreement, which contained its own forum selection clause. As discussed

in Section III.A.1.b supra and reiterated in the next section, however, the claims asserted

in the Alabama Action arise out of and relate to the Merger Agreement and thereby

trigger its forum selection clause. Additionally, as previously discussed, the Stockholders

Agreement contains a consent to jurisdiction clause only, not a forum selection clause.

c. Claims relating to the Merger Agreement

8O]ZS^O ^RO =XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^]j `SQY\Y_] NOXSKV]( = PSXN ^RK^ ^RO 5VKLKWK

Complaint does assert claims that arise out of or relate to the Merger Agreement. For

instance, the Individual Defendants characterize the Alabama Action in the following

terms: g[It claims] no rights directly flowing from the Merger Agreement. The Alabama

Action does not invoke the benefit of the Merger Agreement; instead, it invokes the

Stockholders Agreement and seek[s] a declaration concerning a provision in the

E^YMURYVNO\] 5Q\OOWOX^)h44 I disagree.

First and foremost, and as recognized in the Alabama Complaint itself,45 the

Valuation Floor only can be lowered because of losses resulting from certain breaches of

the Merger Agreement. Count I seeks a declaration that Plaintiffs cannot devalue the put

44 IDRB 16.

45 Ala. Compl. ¶ 13.
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or call options on the basis of anything in the Claim Certificate. The Claim Certificate

MYX]^S^_^O] CVKSX^SPP]j SXS^SK^SYX YP ^RO @O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^j] SXNOWXSPSMK^SYX Z\YMON_\O) =X

seeking a declaratory judgment that the Claim Certificate does not provide grounds to

devalue the put or call options, the Individual Defendants effectively are challenging

PlaSX^SPP]j SXNOWXSPSMK^SYX MVKSWsfclaims that must be brought in this Court.

Second, because no put or call option can be exercised until 2016, it is difficult to

see how the Individual Defendants can assert a ripe and justiciable claim under the

Stockholders Agreement. For one thing, four of the five conditions necessary to lower

the Valuation Floor have not been met at this time. The only condition that has been

metfPlaintiffs asserting a qualifying claimfclearly is governed by the Merger

Agreement and must be challenged, if at all, in this Court. As such, Plaintiffs must be

asserting claims under the Merger Agreement.

Third, the very provision of the Stockholders Agreement under which the

Individual Defendants purportedly seek a declaratory judgmentfSection 4.2(c)

concerning the Valuation Floorfis inextricably intertwined with the indemnification

provisions of the Merger Agreement. Indeed, that provision of the Stockholders

Agreement explicitly recognizes that a reduction of the Valuation Floor represents a

remedy for breaches of the Merger Agreement.46 A fair reading of the Stockholders

46 ;Y\ ObKWZVO( ^RO E^YMURYVNO\] 5Q\OOWOX^ ]^K^O]2 g5P^O\ ^RO KZZVSMK^SYX YP ^RO
limitations in Section 8.3 of the Merger Agreement or the expiration of the
Survival Date, the granting of the option to reduce the Valuation Floor provided
for herein shall, except for fraud or any willful or intentional breach, constitute the
sole remedy of the IXNOWXSPSON CK\^SO] ) ) ) )h E<5 d .),&M')
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Agreement indicates that it contemplates that the indemnification provisions of the

Merger Agreement would have to be invoked and pursued at least to some extent before

there possibly could be a reduction of the Valuation Floor specified in the Stockholders

Agreement.

Considering all of the evidence, I conclude that the Alabama Complaint arises out

of and relates to the Merger Agreement.

3. )0- >'*8;1-9? *5, >)0ird-'*8;= %-5-.1+1*8=? $8/<4-5;9

In the preceding section, I concluded that this Court has personal jurisdiction over

the Individual Defendants by virtue of the fact that, having accepted significant benefits

under the Merger Agreement and now having filed suit asserting claims relating to that

contract, they are equitably estopped from challenging the application of the Merger

5Q\OOWOX^j] PY\_W ]OVOM^SYX MVK_]O) CVKSX^SPP] also advanced two alternative theories

under which they assert this Court has jurisdiction. First, Plaintiffs contend that the

=XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^] SX PKM^ K\O gZK\^SO]h ^Y ^RO @O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^ Lc `S\^_O YP ^RO

appointment of the Stockholder Representative. And, second, they argue that the

Individual Defendants are third-party beneficiaries of the Merger Agreement.

FRO gZK\^SO]h K\Q_WOX^ relies on the facts that the stockholders appointed the

Stockholder Representative and that the Stockholder Representative: (a) is a party to the

Merger Agreement and therefore the forum selection clause; and (b) consented to

jurisdiction here by dismissing his Alabama Action. This theory is more persuasive as to

the two Individual Defendants who submitted stockholder consents to effectuate the
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Merger.47 Those consents included a specific authorization for the Stockholder

Representative to act for the signing stockholders as their agent and attorney-in-fact with

respect to claims for indemnification under Article VIII of the Merger Agreement. As to

the third Individual Defendant, however, the link to the Stockholder Representative is

more tenuous.

FRO g^RS\N-ZK\^c LOXOPSMSK\ch K\Q_WOX^ presents a closer question. At least some

of my analysis of the equitable estoppel issue overlaps and would support the existence of

personal jurisdiction under this theory. It is also true, however, that the Merger

Agreement includes a clause disclaiming third-party beneficiaries,48 and the parties

dispute the effect of that provision.

In any event, I find it unnecessary to consider CVKSX^SPP]j alternative jurisdictional

arguments further. The equitable estoppel theory discussed supra provides a sound basis

for personal jurisdiction over each of the Individual Defendants. That is, the Individual

Defendants are equitably estopped from asserting that this Court lacks jurisdiction over

them.49 Thus, personal jurisdiction over the Individual Defendants is proper and their

motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(2) will be denied.50

47 Burns Aff., Ex. A. Those Defendants are Gary Shelton and Brad Flowers.

48 MA § 10.4

49 See Weygandt, 2009 WL 1351808, at *6.

50 The Individual Defendants also rather weakly challenged service of process.
IDOB 16 n.9. Service of process was effectuated pursuant to the procedures in the
Merger Agreement. MA §§ 10.1, 10.9. The concept behind equitable estoppel is
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B. The McWane Motion to Dismiss or Stay

In the alternative, the Individual Defendants request that I stay this action. gIt has

VYXQ LOOX ROVN SX 8OVKaK\O ^RK^( iK] K QOXO\KV \_VO( VS^SQK^SYX ]RY_VN LO MYXPSXON ^Y ^RO

forum in which it is first commenced, and a defendant should not be permitted to defeat

^RO ZVKSX^SPPj] MRYSMO YP PY\_W SX a pending suit by commencing litigation involving the

]KWO MK_]O YP KM^SYX SX KXY^RO\ T_\S]NSM^SYX YP S^] YaX MRYY]SXQ)jh51 FR_]( gI_Jnder the

[McWane] first-filed rule, this Court freely exercises its broad discretion to grant a stay

iwhen there is [1] a prior action pending elsewhere, [2] in a court capable of doing

prompt and complete justice, [3] involving the same parties and the same issues.jh52

McWane, however, is merely the default rule and is not controlling in every situation

involving competing lawsuits.

In certain situations, for example, the Delaware courts will consider two lawsuits

to be contemporaneously filed, notwithstanding the fact that one of them technically was

that a party should not be able to receive the benefits of a contract while
simultaneously avoiding the burdens. Having concluded that equitable estoppel
LSXN] ^RO =XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^] ^Y ^RO @O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^j] PY\_W ]OVOM^SYX
clause, I also conclude that the same line of reasoning allows service of process
pursuant to the procedures in the Merger Agreement.

51 Transamerica Corp. v. Reliance Ins. Co. of Ill., 1995 WL 1312656, at *3 (Del.
Super. Aug. 30, 1995) (citing McWane Cast Iron Pipe Corp. v. McDowell-
5;AAB6C *C=Mg Co., 263 A.2d 281, 283 (Del. 1970)).

52 In re Bear Stearns (DG% 2M>DA9;F -?H?=%$ 2008 WL 959992, at *5 (Del. Ch. Apr. 9,
2008) (quoting McWane, 263 A.2d at 283).
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filed first.53 In the case of such contemporaneous filings, Delaware courts usually

evaluate a motion to stay using forum non conveniens principles, rather than the McWane

factors.54

Another situation in which the McWane doctrine is not controlling is when the

parties displace it by contract.55 g;Y\_W ]OVOM^SYX MVK_]O] K\O Z\Osumptively valid in

Delaware and [Ingres Corp. v. CA, Inc.] holds that such a clause displaces the traditional

default presumptions under McWane)h56 But, the Individual Defendants deny that

McWane has been displaced here. Instead, they argue that there arO g^aY MYWZO^SXQ

53 See, e.g., /6HMA 3C?DC +?F; ,CG% (D% D< 1?HHG7IF=> J% (FDGGH;K *C;F=L 2;FJG%$ -%1%,
2013 WL 6598736, at *4 & n.29 (Del. Super. Dec. 13, 2013) (finding complaints
filed three days apart contemporaneous and collecting cases); In re Citigroup Inc.
2M>DA9;F );F?J% -?H?=%, 964 A.2d 106, 116 (Del. Ch. 2009) (finding actions filed a
few days apart to be contemporaneous and citing cases).

54 Citigroup, 964 A.2d at 117. Neither party briefed this issue. I note, however, that
the Merger Agreement contractually prohibited Plaintiffs from filing suit until
March 28, 2014. The earliest relevant lawsuit for purposes of the motion to stay
aK] ^RO E^YMURYVNO\ DOZ\O]OX^K^S`Oj] 5VKLKWK 5M^Son. The Stockholder
Representative arguably had no right to file that suit, because it appears to have
`SYVK^ON ^RO @O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^j] PY\_W ]OVOM^SYX MVK_]O) FRO =XNS`SN_KV
Defendants intervened in the Alabama Action on March 27, 2014, a day before the
30-day cooling off period specified in the Merger Agreement expired. Plaintiffs
filed this action in Delaware two business days later, in accordance with the forum
selection clause in the Merger Agreement. Ultimately, there is no need to reach
the issue, but Plaintiffs would have at least a colorable argument that the Alabama
and Delaware lawsuits were filed contemporaneously and that the more stringent
forum non conveniens analysis, rather than McWane, should apply.

55 See Ingres Corp. v. CA, Inc., 8 A.3N ++.-( ++./ &8OV) ,*+*' &gThe reason is that
the McWane principle is a default rule of common law, which the parties to the
litigation are free to displace by a valid contractual agreement)h')

56 ASDC Hldgs., LLC v. The Richard J. Malouf 2008 All Smiles Grantor Retained
Annuity Trust, 2011 WL 4552508, at *6 (Del. Ch. Sept. 14, 2011).
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PY\_W ]OVOM^SYX MVK_]O]h KXN ^RK^ gNSPPO\OX^ MYX^\KM^] ]OXN MO\^KSX NS]Z_^O] _XNO\ OKMR

\O]ZOM^S`O MYX^\KM^ ^Y NSPPO\OX^ PY\_W])h57 I do not read the two forum selection clauses

that way.58 Any disputes relating to the Stockholders Agreement may be brought in

Alabama.59 5Xc NS]Z_^O] gK\S]SXQ Y_^ YP Y\ \OVK^SXQ ^Yh ^RO @O\QO\ 5Q\OOWOX^ must be

brought in Delaware.60 Having explained at length that these two agreements are

complementary and not conflicting, I conclude that the only reasonable way to interpret

these clauses is that the mandatory trumps the permissive. Thus, in a situationfsuch as

the one before mefwhere a dispute relates to both contracts, the mandatory Delaware

forum selection clause controls.61

Having previously concluded that the Individual Defendants are bound by a valid

forum selection clause in the Merger Agreement, I find that that clause governs the

ZK\^SO]j \OVK^SYX]hip and displaces McWanej] NOPK_V^ PS\]^-filed rule. Accordingly, I deny

^RO =XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^]j WYtion to stay.

57 IDRB 19.

58 See supra Section III.A.1.a.

59 SHA § 7.3.

60 MA § 10.9.

61 The claims asserted in this case and those in the Alabama Action relate to the
Merger Agreement, even if some also might relate to the Stockholders Agreement.
The Alabama Complaint emphasizes the Stockholders Agreement, but ultimately
MRKVVOXQO] ^RO WO\S^] YP CVKSX^SPP]j SXNOWXSPSMK^SYX MVKSW]( aRSMR K\S]O _XNO\ ^RO
Merger Agreement. See discussions in Sections III.A.1 and III.A.2.c, supra.
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IV. CONCLUSION

;Y\ ^RO \OK]YX] ]^K^ON SX ^RS] @OWY\KXN_W BZSXSYX( ^RO =XNS`SN_KV 8OPOXNKX^]j

motion to dismiss or stay this action is denied.

IT IS SO ORDERED.


